
Manoeuvre (MAN)

During the four swiss rounds, Britain was the most 
played country. Surprisingly, France was third 

behind Russia. The W-L records for the countries in 
winning % order were Britain 24-8, Austria 6-4, Ot-
toman Empire 12-9, France 15-12, Russia 11-18, Prus-
sia 7-15, United States 2-5, and Spain 2-9. Britain im-
proved from 16-15 while the biggest drop was Prussia 
which fell from 9-9 in the previous two years. Three 
unbeatens advanced along with five 3-1 players. Three 
of the eight successfully ran the gauntlet to reach the 
playoffs again, including both of the finalists. 

In the quarter-finals defending champion John 
Emery’s French downed Steve Raszewski’s Prus-
sians in a replay of their 2009 match. The champ’s 
sparring partner, up and coming son, Kevin, de-
feated Richard Beyma’s Ottomans at nightfall with 
the French 12-6. George Young’s Ottomans defeated 
Eric Martin’s Prussians, and Aran Warszawski’s 
French bested Jeff Cornett’s British at dusk 8-2.

The Semis saw the father and son tandem fall. 
John’s title defense ended with a narrow French loss 
to George’s British in the dark on a 4-3 tie-breaker 
in losses after tying at 13-13 on points. Meanwhile, 
Aran’s French dispatched Kevin’s Spanish 12-8. 

The Final was a two-game match. George’s 
French killed five of Aran’s Prussian units while 
only losing one in the first match. This just about 
locked up the title and caused an adjustment to 
the future format. In 2011, the Final 
will be a single game, but the ability 
to play one nation a second time will 
be dropped.

George Young, VT

2010 Results
George Young, VT
Aran Warszawski, is
Kevin Emery, SC
O John Emery, SC
O Brad Razewski, MD
O Richard Beyma, VA

 Andy Lewis, DE

50   2008-2010

2010 Results
Sean McCulloch, OH
Rebecca Hebner, MD
Joe Yaure, PA
O K. Wojtaszczyk, NY
O Nick Dramer, PA
O Meg. Friedmann, MA

 Ivan Lawson, MD

177   2000-2010

Sean McCulloch, OH

Lost Cities (LST)

During the prelims, Sean Parker compiled the 
only score over 300 and used that 306 to best 

Henry Pfeiffer’s tally of 242, yielding the highest 
combined total of 548. It was the only combined 
score over 500 and just one shy of the 2009 high 
score. The closest defensive struggle was posted by 
Jeff Meyer over Claire Brosius, 76-71. Nine players 
scored 0 or less. One of them, Alex Gesing scored 
–16 in one heat and 274, the third highest individual 
score, in another and reached the playoffs. There 
were no four-heat winners, but 13 won three games.

32 qualified for the playoffs with nine top-
ranked alternates, each of whom had at least two 
wins. Five of those alternates were admitted due 
to no shows. It was the third consecutive year that 
two or more wins were required to advance. 

It’s always fun to have former champions 
advance as it lends added buzz to the playoffs, 
but, unlike 2009’s field, only Rebecca Hebner and 
Sean McCulloch qualified. In the end, the crème 
did indeed rise to the top. Defending champion, 
Rebecca, and 2006 champion, Sean, faced off in 
the first battle of former champs. Their match was 
close with scoring driven by expedition bonuses. 
Sean led after the first hand 35-28, but Rebecca 
forged ahead 127-124 after two hands. In the 
third, Sean’s bonus expedition outscored Rebec-

ca’s, earning his second title,175-170, 
to draw even with the wunderkind 
at two titles apiece. The score would 
have been a 44-all tie without the four 
expedition scoring bonuses.

Top Laurelists
George Young, VT 39
John Emery, SC 39
Chris Byrd, CT 30
Richard Beyma, VA 21
Aran Warszawski, is 18
John Miklos, GA 18
Kevin Emery, SC 12
Jeff Paull, IN 12
Scott Moll, VA 12
Mark Giddings, NY 9

Top Laurelists
Rebecca Hebner, CA 68
Sean McCulloch, OH 64
Andy Latto, MA 61
Jared Scarborough, IL 48
Daniel Karp, MD 32
Eric Brosius, MA 30
Jarett Weintraub, NY 30
Chris Entwistle, MD 30
Daniel Broh-Kahn, MD 30
Laurel Stokes, NJ 26
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2010 Results
Bruce Reiff, OH
Dave Denton, NY
O Harry Flawd, PA
O Jeremy Bilones, VA
O Derek Landel, NJ
O Sean McCulloch, OH

 Terry Coleman, CA

49   1992-2010

Top Laurelists
Bruce Monnin, OH 112
Dennis Nicholson, NY 90
Terry Coleman, CA 87
John Coussis, IL 79
Harry Flawd, PA 67
Peter Staab, PA 66
Bruce Reiff, OH 64
Ken Gutermuth, NC 62
Derek Landel, NY 58
Jeremy Billones, VA 40

March Madness (MMS)

The first heat drew a record 28 teams. 
Having already denied four-time 

champion, Terry Coleman, Paydirt guru 
Harry Flawd was not to be denied, besting Chad 
Gormly’s UCLA ’74 squad in the regional final 
with a pair of “6” rolls on the last position.

Another 28 teams showed for the second heat. 
‘07 champ Derek Landel was scoring one upset 
after another with the 23rd-rated Michigan squad, 
but he couldn’t prevent Bruce Reiff’s favorite Of-
fensive Specialist play, and “Mr. Plaque” was in an-
other Final Four. Only 16 coaches appeared for the 
third heat. With the bar lowered, emboldened Dave 
Denton’s ’97 NC squad topped Sean McCulloch by 
more than 20 points. It was the first time Dave had 
ever put more than two wins together. The last heat 
drew 25. Roger Taylor came up big in the semi’s by 
denying Reiff’s bid to advance a second team, but 
that effort must have drained his mojo as he lost to 
Jeremy Billones in the regional final.

Bruce, with four titles, was a clear favorite, but 
he hadn’t won since 1999. Harry was a fixture in 
regional finals, but had never won it all. Jeremy 
was the champion of most recent vintage (’06). 
Dave was a rookie, but exceeded expectations, 
continuing his roll into the title game with a 102-
58 shellacking of NC. But Reiff was not 
to be denied, as his Gophers handed 
Harry a 108-71 setback and then used 
Dave as a speed bump in a 94-62 win 
fuelled by the Reiff trademark bench 
outscoring the opposition 29-6.

Bruce Reiff, OHArthur Field, SC

2010 Results
Arthur Field, SC
Rob Effinger, WA
Steve Smith, NE
O Jeff Mullett, OH
O Pat Mirk, FL
O Harald Henning, CT

 Bill Crenshaw, VA

23   2005-2010

Top Laurelists
Bill Crenshaw, VA 222
Arthur Field, SC 122
Harald Henning, CT 119
Kevin Sudy, VA 76
Jeff Mullet, OH 73
Ewan McNay, CT 58
AJ Sudy, VA 54
Peter Staab, PA 51 
Stefan Mecay, TX 51
Tom Taaffe, VA 46

Manifest Destiny (MFD)

Dropping both a heat and the semi-
final round took its toll as attendance 

dropped to an all-time low. However, there 
were no shortage of close contests in the leaner Pre-
liminaries. Newcomer Steve Smith took the mea-
sure of defending champion Jeff Mullet while Pat 
Mirk took out designer Bill Crenshaw, and Arthur 
Field needed a tiebreaker to overcome two-time 
champ Harald Henning. In the second heat Jeff 
Mullet rebounded and Kate Taillon won by a mere 
$5 over Rob Davidson. A sleepy Robb Effinger 
awoke in time to deny Crenshaw a seat at the Final 
of his own game for the first time. 

When the mutterers had been shown the door, rel-
ative newcomers Effinger (Louisiana), Mirk (Quebec) 
and Smith (Va.) joined former champs Field (Mex.) 
and Mullet (Penn.), in the Final. On the first turn Robb 
played Manifest Destiny allowing the U.S. powers to 
get off to a quick start. Arthur played Thomas Jeffer-
son by mistake, thinking he was Ben Franklin. Gar-
nering the early sympathy proved effective as players 
largely ignored Mexico and he later was able to cash 
$70 in Gold at the end of Era 1. Pat played Barnum 
and bought cards early and often, leading to an early 
Era 1/2 transition turn. Pat and Jeff never were able to 
work out their borders and Pat played Civil War on 
Jeff early in Era 2, crippling his chances.  

The score at the bell was: Arthur 31 VPs/$35/70 
Profit; Robb 24 VPs/$30/50 
Profit; Steve 23 VPs/$15/85 
Profit; Jeff 22 VPs/$15/75 Profit; 
Pat 21 VPs/$5/55 Profit.
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2010 Results
John Skiba, NY
David Gubbay, TX
Jim Fardette, ae
O Joe Harrison, NY
O Jacob Hebner, CO
O Sam Edelston, CT

 Sam Edelston, CT

53   2004-2010

Top Laurelists
Joe Harrison, KY 117
Robert Eastman, NV 68
Jonathan Miller, DC 57
Steve Lollis, MD 54
Gordon Rodgers, PA 36
John Skiba, NY 30
Sam Edelston, CT 30
Scott Gibson, VA 30
Harrison Anderson, PA 26
Benoit Groulx, qc 20

Memoir ‘44 (M44)

The first three rounds of SE play could be played 
with the basic set, but the last three featured 

forces from the various expansions. Each round 
was a two-game match. The field included three 
former champions. Rounds 1-5 consisted of Sword 
Beach, Battle of the Bridgehead, Mont Mouchet, 
Escape via the Coastal Road (Mediterranean), and 
Sugar Loaf & Half Moon (Pacific) followed by a Fi-
nal of Gates of Moscow (Eastern Front). 

Australian-born David Gubbay again made 
the WBC pilgrimage from Texas. He had elimi-
nated defending champion Gordon Rodgers, on 
his way to a tournament best 8-2 record in five 
rounds. His next opponent, John Skiba, had just 
swept two-time champ Joe Harrison.

In the first Final game, David’s panzers effi-
ciently eliminated John’s three dug-in center de-
fenders. Then, they pivoted and nearly wiped out 
the Russian left flank. After a thrust by the Russian 
Right, German infantry captured a bridge for the 
winning medal. Advantage to David: 7-4 med-
als, 25-16 figures. In the rematch, John’s Germans 
smashed through the Russian center with an Ar-
mor Assault silencing the Russian artillery on the 
hill. David pulled two infantry units from cover to 
destroy the panzers, but in the process both unpro-
tected infantries and the bridge fell as the Germans 
marched to victory: 7-4 medals, 23-13 figures. 

Match totals for John: 11 med-
als, 29 figures. David: 11 medals, 
28 figures—giving John his first 
title by a single figure.

John Skiba, NY

2010 Results
Eric Wroebel, VA
Tom Stokes, NJ
Richard Irving, CA
O Patrick Shea, VA
O Steve Dickson, CA
O Eyal Mozes, NY

 Richard Irving, CA

64   1991-2010

Eric Wrobel, VA

Top Laurelists
Eric Wrobel, VA 100
Bill Crenshaw, VA 96
Joe Abrams, CT 66
Eyal Mozes, NY 58
Luke Koleszar, VA 58
Steve Dickson, CA 56
Debbie Otto, MO 56
Ed Wrobel, VA 52
Charles Hickok, PA 43
Chuck Foster, TX 42

Merchant of Venus (MOV)

The 20th rendition of the event was one of the 
strongest yet with 26 preliminary games 

logged. The best one was won by Chuck Foster, 
but Ewan McNay actually had the highest score—
needing only to deliver $40 of goods to win. 
He was paid off on a port, putting him over the 
amount needed, but you must declare victory on 
your own turn. In the interim Chuck snuck in for 
the win. Tom Stokes was third in that game while 
amassing $1981, to claim third Alternate behind 
Debbie Anderson’s $1984. Six players scored dou-
ble wins; Eric Wrobel, Chuck, Steve Dickson, Roy 
Pettis, Luke Koleszar and Richard Irving. 

The semi-finals produced two “Water in Gas 
Tank” Award “winners”.  Bill Crenshaw, needing 
to roll ‘5’ with three dice on his penultimate turn, 
instead threw a 1-1-1. The resulting turn’s delay 
allowed Irving to claim victory. Also Koleszar’s 
slow freighter, loaded up with every Servo Mech 
in existence, almost completely stalled with a 1-1 
roll, allowing Patrick Shea to advance. 

Tom Stokes led early in the Final. By mid 
game there was a crowd at the Interstellar Bio-
sphere. Tom, Richard and Eric had to worry 
about everyone else buying “their” goods first. 
This caused Eric to try another trade route where 
he found the Jump Start on the penultimate “?” 
marker. The Jump Start powers 
many a victory, and it did this one 
as well. Eric Wrobel thus joined 
Kathy Stroh and Greg Mayer as just 
the third two-time champion.
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2010 Results
Mk. Casselberry, PA
Bruce Young, SC
Henry Russell, PA
Dan Broh-Kahn, MD
Ml. Casselberry, PA
Kevin Emery, SC

 John Emery, SC

45   2003-2010

Top Laurelists
Bruce Young, SC 146
John Emery, SC 138
Lane Hess, PA 132
Henry Russell, PA 102
Ed Rothenheber, MD 96
Melvin Casselberry, PA 87
Scott Moll, VA 80
Mike Casselberry, PA 60
David Gantt, SC 60
Forrest Speck, MD 60

Mike Casselberry, PA

The Napoleonic Wars (NW5)

The highest finisher in the semis, newcom-
er Mike Casselberry, chose France. In the 

wargaming version of Family Feud, his father, 
Melvin—one of two ex-champs amongst the survi-
vors, chose Britain, so it was certain there would be 
little harmony at the breakfast table the next morn-
ing! Rounding out the five finalists were Bruce 
Young (Prussia), defending champ Henry Russell 
(Russia) and Dan Broh-Kahn (Austria).

At the outset, Britain firmly laid down the law 
for the other members of the Third Coalition: the 
Parliament card in exchange for giving up a re-
source. It was an intriguing offer, but one that was 
ultimately ignored by all. The first turn proceeded 
in the regular fashion, but as Britain swept the seas 
and turned her attention to Sweden and Denmark, 
her erstwhile allies became increasingly annoyed. 
Finally, Austria had enough of seeing Britain grab 
keys while Austrian boys carried the fight to the 
French and played an event that was “less cordial” 
than the nation of shopkeepers was used to. 

France saw the writing on the wall, and through 
a fortunate series of naval moves and combats, had 
managed to secure La Manche for a turn. Swiftly 
moving forces back to the channel, she prepared to 
invade England for the second time since 1066. The 
results were predictable! The tricolor marched all 
across England, sweeping all before 
it. And with that, the game was over, 
with a decisive French victory, as poor 
Dad got beat up by his loving son! But 
hey, at least Vienna never fell!

Monsters Ravage America (MRA)

The championship game boiled down to two-
time Ravage champion Nick Henning playing 

Menace for the first time, Matthew Beach, a four-
time finalist, and the first tag-team combination 
with a father and son to grace the Final, William 
and James Sparks. All four were given new base-
ball caps, with the military branch that they chose 
to play. Matthew took Toxicor with the Marines, 
Nick had Zorb and the Air Force, James chose To-
managi and the Army while his son took Gargantis 
and the Navy.

After 12 turns of mayhem, the inevitable Mon-
ster Challenge began. Matthew’s Toxicor had Atomic 
Breath (extra attack in the first round of combat), five 
health and no extra attacks from infamy. He attacks 
and loses to William’s Gargantis, who has “It’s a Ro-
bot”, War Spikes, nine health and one extra attack. 
The challenge win adds Matthew’s five health with 
no losses, so Garagantis chooses to attack his dad’s 
Tomanagi next. The big carnosaur has 16 health, no 
mutations and two extra infamy attacks. Gargantis, 
which won its only previous Menace Final, prevails, 
but his health is cut to 2 in the process. Adding To-
managi’s starting 16 returns him to 18 to face Nick’s 
Zorb in the final challenge. The big eyeball has 16 
health, no mutations, and five extra infamy attacks. 
Nick falls back on the age-old method of champi-

ons …rolling high to inflict damage. 
Gargantis misses in the second round 
of combat, and Nick Henning thus 
joins Marvin Birnbaum with his third 
Monsters title. 

Nick Henning, CT

Top Laurelists
Nick Henning, CT 110
Marvin Birnbaum, NY 100
Rebecca Hebner, CO 77
Steve Scott, CA 68
Joe Sposito, NJ 63
David Brooks, TN 62
Tom Meier, VA 50
Matthew Beach, MD 45
David Meyaard, CT 30
Daniel Val, es 30

2010 Results
Nick Henning, CT
William Sparks, MD
James Sparks, MD
O Matthew Beach, MD
O Verity Hitchings, DE
O Brooks Beyma, VA

 Mark Love, MD

70   1998-2010
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Paydirt (PDT)

34 AFC coaches drafted in the first heat. There 
were many notable games including Danny 

Lewis winning 27-17 with his Texan team while his 
dad once again could make no headway with his 
beloved Steelers, dropping a 36-22 decision to Steve 
Vance and his Browns. With two teams in the mix, 
lowly Cleveland won both of its two opening sets 
to start 4-0. Round 3 continued the dog pound’s 
delirium, with Joe Yaure’s Browns continuing his 
push to glory, while Steve fell to John Coussis’s 
Chargers 45-16. Joe Yaure continued the Browns 
run in Round 4, this time defeating Mark Love’s 
Texans 36-21, while Harry Flawd topped Dan Long 
38-35. Round 5 proved a game too far for Joe and 
the Browns’ miracle faded as Harry’s Texans got 
him back to the Super Bowl for the umpteenth time.  

30 NFC coaches vied for the other golden ticket. 
Chart designer Ron Pisarz’s Cowboys won twice 
before falling to Paul Bean’s Bears. Bruce Reiff hand 
picked the Packers, after months of perusing the 
charts in his secret lab, and won easily 38-9 before 
being topped in Round 2 by John Shaheen’s Bucca-
neers 35-28. Harry Legend took his Packer team over 
the Giants 34-14 and the Panthers 51-24. Defending 
champion Bruno Passacantando lost his repeat bid, 
losing 24-16 to Love’s Saints. Jeremy Billones ad-
vanced to Round 3 with wins over the Giants 24-20 
and John Welage’s Saints in a 48-46 shootout. 

At this point scheduling issues 
arose and Harry, having guided 
two teams to Conference Finals, was 
declared the default winner.

Harry Flawd, PA

Top Laurelists
Devin Flawd, PA 200
Harry Flawd, PA 180
Bill O’Neal, NY 40
Mike Destro, NJ 36
B. Passacantando, CT 32
Derek Landel, NJ 28
Barry Shoults, NI 24
John Ellmann, MD 22
Jordan Flawd, PA 21
Jermey Billones, VA 18

2010 Results
Harry Flawd, PA
Jeremy Billones, VA
Joe Yaure, PA
O Mark Love, MD
O John Shaheen, VA
O Daniel Long, NJ

 Harry Flawd, PA

46   1993-2010

2010 Results
Stefan Mecay, TX
Michael Dauer, TX
A. Friedmann, MA
Tom Gregorio, PA
Tom Drueding, MA
Chris Byrd, CT

 Peter Reese, VA

35   1999-2010

Top Laurelists
Tom Drueding, MA 428
Stefan Mecay, TX 352
David Dockter, MN 292
Peter Reese, VA 240
Chris Byrd, CT 208
Rob Hassard, NJ 181
Marvin Birnbaum, NY 174
Nick Anner, NY 126
Jim Falling, MI 117
Stephan Valkyser, de 96

Stefan Mecay, TX

Paths of Glory (POG)

Despite a 30% field decline, the new 
format seemed popular, resulting 

in AP bids declining by half. For the first 
time, no one actually won all three of the qualify-
ing rounds. Consequently, a traditional highlight 
of the event, the roll-off of the 2-1 players to ad-
vance, was a casualty with just eight 2-1 contend-
ers to advance. Surprisingly, three of the four 
semi-finalists found themselves in the running 
for the first time.

Nonetheless, Michael Dauer gave Caesar a 
tense run, although unlike some years the Final 
did not reach the last turn. It was a normal open-
ing with the CP pushing into the West. Mecay 
countered by hammering Austria, pushing all the 
way to Budapest. Italy came in early before the 
AH could set up. Because Michael had to respond 
to multiple fires, the AP was able to get to TW 
first. However, Dauer was able to get “Tsar Takes 
Command” off as the north was weakened by the 
AP sending new Russian armies against the Aus-
trians. Stefan started systematically pounding the 
Germans. The CP had one last shot (a Von Below 
attack in Italy at 6a+1 to 5a). A 2 retreat would 
have cut off two Italian armies and forced the AP 
to send FR/BR armies to put out the fire, but a 1-6 
combo in favor of the Italians meant no breaches. 
With the GER 17th/18th army card nowhere in 

sight, a relentless three-turn as-
sault allowed Stefan to force the 
VP’s down to 0 by the end of T10 
and claim his third title.
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Power Grid (PGD)

Each heat drew at least 13 games as the event 
set a new attendance record with its fourth 

straight increase over the Century mark. 56% 
of the field played once, 32% played twice and 
12% played in all three heats. This year, no for-
mer champs would reach the Final. 

On Turn 1 of the Final, Raphael purchased 
the 4 plant for $8 and built four cities in and 
around the four spot of free connection cit-
ies, while Blair acquired the 3 plant for $5 and 
built one city to take turn position next turn. 
Lexi paid $5 for the 5 and built two cities, Jeff 
picked up the 10 for cost and two cities, Kev-
in’s first turn he got the 9 for $9 and the last $3 
oil and built one city.

On Turn 2 Raphael, and then Jeff, picked 
up the 7 and 8 plants at cost respectively and 
then the 20 plant hit the market. Jeff having the 
10 and picking up the 8 was unusual but it did 
not stop him from making the declaration of 
‘whoever gets the 20 plant wins the game’. It 
went to Kevin for $27. Lexi picked up the 17 
and Blair the 22, both at cost.

Seven turns later with Jeff and Raphael 
both sitting on their plants, Lexi bought the 32 
for $32, Blair the 38 for $49 and Kevin snagged 
the 36 for $36. After builds this was to be the 
last turn. Jeff’s prediction came true and Kevin 
(the Turn 2 winner of plant 20) in-
deed won his first title and Jeff’s 
resume for commentary was duly 
enhanced.

Pirate’s Cove (PRC)

A record voyage was had in 2010 when 100 pi-
rates—77 scurvy landlubbers and 23 lovely 

wenches signed the ship’s articles. The 23 lasses 
totaled 200 prizes for an average of 8.7 per gal. 
All the 77 curs managed was a paltry 4.75 aver-
age. Somehow, the wenches were kept out of the 
Final. Even pirates have glass ceilings. The Col-
linson crew led by defending champ, Ashley (12 
sinks), Rolinda (13 sinks), Joe (14), Ben Sr. (15) 
and Angela (9), a bloodthirsty crew to be sure …
sent over 60 hulls to Davey Jones locker.

The infamous “chains of shame” were added 
to our rich heritage. Henceforth, any Captain 
besmirched by a mutiny will lose not only your 
gold and fame, but will wear the “chains”. The 
inaugural losers in this fine tradition were Bar-
rett Straub, Steve Scott, Frank Mestre, Jason 
Fisher, and Katherine Hitchings! 

Only 22 of 37 winners showed for the semis, 
the other 15 dogs slipping over the side during 
the night to forego their obligations. In semi-final 
action Steve Scott edged Bob Drozd by a lousy 
point, Brandon Bernard breezed by Angela Col-
linson, Pat Mirk sailed by Beth Zhoa, and Jason 
“chainlink” Fisher clobbered Zack Dunn. In a 
cliffhanger worthy of the last berth, just seven 
points separated five pirates as Charles Squibb 
slipped past a pair of wenches for the final seat. 

In the Final, Bernard’s 44 points 
earned him his first title over 
Mirk’s 28, Squibb’s 25, Fisher’s 23 
and “chain ganger” Scott’s 20.

Kevin Garber, VABrandon Bernard, PA

Top Laurelists
Jim Castonguay, PA 173
Eric Brosius, MA 103
Kevin Garber, VA 90
Richard Meyer, MA 72
Bill Murdock, NY 72
Bill Crenshaw, VA 63
Patrick Shea, VA 60
Rod Spade, PA 39
Jeff Cornett, VA 36
J. J. Jaskiewicz, MD 36

Top Laurelists
Tom Pavy, OH 69
Paul Weintraub, MD 51
Brandon Bernard, PA 40
Chris Striker, PA 36
Ashley Collinson, MD 30
John Elliott, MD 30
Henry Pfeiffer, SC 27
Forrest Speck, MD 27
Patrick Mirk, FL 24
Beth Zhao, TX 18

2010 Results
Kevin Garber, VA
Jeff Cornett, FL
Blair Morgen, PA
Lexi Shea, CT
Raphael Lehrer, CA
Robert Woodson, NV

 Jim Castonguay, PA

137   2004-2010

2010 Results
Brandon Bernard, PA
Patrick Mirk, FL
Charles Squibb, PA
O Jason Fisher, NC
O Steve Scott, CA
O Joe Collinson, MD

 Larry Lingle, PA

100   2005-2010
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Princes of Florence (POF)

Preliminary games occasionally provide 
sterner tests than the elimination rounds. 

One such game in the first heat featured three 
former champions (Eric Brosius, Alex Bove and 
Thomas Browne) with David Platnick, who leads 
the AREA ratings and is the Guild Master for the 
game on Brettspielwelt. Of course, the fifth play-
er, Rob Flowers, won the game, buying items at 
relatively cheap prices and staying out of trouble, 
even though he drew the supposedly weakest 5th 
seat. Rob won again in the second heat to become 
the only double winner but was unsure whether 
he’d play further, favoring another game he felt 
he played better. The GM’s advice to stay with a 
hot hand proved beneficial.

The semis took the form of four 4-player 
games. The players were less experienced in 
4-player games, leading to some groans as the 
realization of an overbid or the wrong action 
dawned on them. In one game, Rod Spade and 
Andy Gerb were tied with 69 PP, but Rod had 
an extra 300 florins, enough to propel him to 
the Final as Andy settled for fifth place laurels. 
In another, former champion Eric Freeman beat 
Tom Johnston by two PP, leaving Tom in sixth. 
Aran Warszawski won his semi easily, and Rob 
Flowers won his third game.

Rob proceeded to make it four in 
a row to take the title and trade his 
claim of being a non-contender for his 
shark fins in POF. The scores were: 
Rob 65, Aran 64, Eric 63, Rod 60. 

Rob Flowers, MD

Top Laurelists
Rod Spade, PA 104
Eric Brosius, MA 100
L. Dan Hoffman, MD 72
Brian Reynolds, MD 50
John Kerr, VA 50
Arthur Field, SC 50
Doug Kaufman, MD 49
Eric Freeman, PA 48
Eugene Lin, WA 44
Tom Browne, PA 42

2010 Results
Rob Flowers, MD
Aran Warszawski, is
Eric Freeman, PA
O Rod Spade, PA
O Andrew Gerb, MD
O Tom Johnston, IL

 Eric Brosius, MA

47   2001-2010

Puerto Rico (PRO)

66 Preliminary games yielded 57 different win-
ners. Lexi Shea and Aran Warszawski won all 

three heats, joining David Platnick and Phil Renne-
rt as the only players to ever do so. 2010 proved dif-
ficult for former champs. All three previous cham-
pions present for Heat 1 lost: Luke Koleszar topped 
2006’s Chris Moffa by a 20-point margin; Helen 
Powell bested 2004’s Barbara Flaxington by 19; and 
Marcy Morelli edged 2007’s Caesar, Raphael Leh-
rer, by two. It proved to be a recurring theme as 
past champs collectively managed just one Prelimi-
nary win in ten tries with only Moffa managing to 
advance. 2002’s Arthur Field was on the short end 
of a 47-46-44-43 squeaker, one of two games with a 
point spread of four. An arguably closer game saw 
three players tied at 32, with the tie-breaker nod go-
ing to Hany Hebisha. 

After inserting earned byes, the quarter-finals con-
tested eight games to advance 16. Sceadeau D’Tela’s 
8-point win over John Weber ended the latter’s string 
of five straight semi-finals and was the largest margin 
of victory in the Quarters. The closest game, won by 
Rob Barnes, was decided by tiebreak, thereby also ad-
vancing J. R. Geronimo as the 16th player. 

Ultimately, each finalist was new to Round 4 
play, but they had gained their lofty status with 
a combined 14-1 record. Ironically, each had won 
their semi in a different seating position and main-
tained their recent preference in the 
title game. Final scores (after bid 
adjustment) were Luke 47.5, Greg 
44, Aran 43 and Lexi 39.

Luke Koleszar, VA

Top Laurelists
Barb Flaxington, NJ 173
David Platnick, NY 108
Christian Moffa, NJ 104
John Weber, MD 97
Arthur Field, SC 96
Luke Koleszar, VA 66
Bill Murdock, VA 64
Malinda Kyrkos, NY 63
Steve Pleva, CT 60
Nick Page, on 60

2010 Results
Luke Koleszar, VA
Greg Thatcher, CA
Aran Warszawski, is
Lexi Shea, CT
Rob Barnes, WV
Chris Moffa, NJ

 John Weber, MD
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2010 Results
Alex Bove, PA
Mike Kaltman, PA
Alex Lange, ae
Henry Dove, MD
O Curt Collins II, PA
O Luke Koleszar, VA

 Steve Scott, CA

162   2000-2010

Top Laurelists
Alex Bove, PA 212
Tom Dunning, NY 178
Joe Jaskiewicz, MD 70
Winton LeMoine, CA 64
Mike Kaltman, PA 44
Steve Scott, CA 44
David Buchholz, MI 40
Bobbi Warczak, CA 40
Chris Terrell, VA 40
David Rohde, MI 40

Alex Bove, PA

Ra (RA!)

The four heats filled 60 games. The top qualifier 
was Lexi Shea with three wins. There were 

11 double winners and 20 more who won their 
first heat. 14 others won in a subsequent attempt 
for a total of 46 different winners to choose from 
for 25 slots in the semi-finals. Terrible quandary? 
Hardly. Only 24 of the 46 qualifiers actually ap-
peared for the semis so Jessica Crandell, the 57th 
alternate, advanced in their place.

In semi-final action it was Mike Kaltman by 
11 over John Shaheen, Alex Lange by three over 
Luke Koleszar, Henry Dove by six over Daniel 
Eppolito, Curt Collins by 13 over Winton Lem-
oine, and defending champ Alex Bove by five 
over 2007 champ, Bobbi Warzcak 45-40.

The Final came down to a Bove-Kaltman duel. 
Mike thought he was tied and the result would 
come down to possession of the highest sun. 
He was surprised when the suns were revealed 
and showed him tied for the lowest total - a sta-
tus that would cost him five points. Taking third 
was the youngest finalist, Alex Lange who will be 
entering the 9th grade next year in Germany. He 
learned how to play at WBC and was playing in 
just his fifth game. 

Many feel there is too much luck involved in 
Ra!. Like all such games where random chance 

plays a role, it depends what you do 
with that luck, doesn’t it? Alex Bove 
is a four-time champ who has now 
won three years in a row. Quite a 
lucky guy …or is he?

Race For the Galaxy (RFG)

The event ran in two heats, with players having 
the option of playing twice in each heat. About 

half chose to play the basic game, and the rest opted 
for the first two expansions. Brink of War was not 
used because it was so new. Advancing was simple 
in theory, not so simple in practice: Win a game. 33 
winners from the 58 Preliminary games opted to 
advance to the quarter-finals. These were random-
ly seated into nine games; six 4-player and three 
3-player. All games in the elimination rounds used 
the first two expansions, but without takeovers.

Defending champion Rob Renaud served 
notice that he meant business when he won his 
game overwhelmingly 75-35-28-22.  Nick Page 
also won handily 49-31-27-27. In contrast, the 
closest quarter-final found Dave Platnick edg-
ing Charlie Hickok by a single point: 56 to 55.  
Dave then defeated Nick and Kevin Garber in 
the first semi-final 44-39-28. Rob won 41-35-21 
over Christopher Ellis and David Finberg in the 
second Semi. The third semi-final provided an 
upset win by Peggy Pfeifer who defeated Pei-
Hsin Lin 37-35, with Aaron Fuller coming in a 
distant third.  Pei-Hsin had charged through the 
heats and quarter-final crushing all opposition, 
only to fall short in the semis.

In the three-player Final, Rob Renaud got off to 
another strong start and never looked 
back in securing his Three-Peat with 
a score of 54 to Dave’s 34 and Peggy’s 
30. He remains the only WBC cham-
pion RFG has ever known.

Robert Renaud, NJ

Top Laurelists
Robert Renaud, NJ 100
Rob Kircher, RI 27
David Platnick, VA 24
Andrew Yao, VA 20
Doug Faust, NJ 20
Mark Delano, CT 20
Don Sutherland, CT 18
Mike Richey, VA 18
Aaron Fuegi, MA 18
Peggy Pfeifer, FL 16

2010 Results
Robert Renaud, NJ
David Platnick, VA
Peggy Pfeifer, FL
O Pei-Hsin Lin, NJ
O Nick Page, on
O Chris Ellis, FL

 Brian Carr, VA
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Risk (RSK)

Newcomers Martin and Sebastien Charette 
drove down from Ontario, just to play Risk. 

Martin brought a custom made version of his own 
game, Polar Risk which adds Antarctica as a new 
continent. Finding numerous interested players 
for several games on Thursday in the Showroom, 
Martin receives good reviews and suggests adding 
it as an optional board for next year’s tournament. 
They promise to return next year for the entire 
week. Meanwhile, a film crew shoots footage of 
the tournament for their planned documentary 
project. Just another week at WBC… 

Meanwhile, the six finalists from the two pre-
liminary heats are: ex-GM Alan Hayes, Dylan Routh, 
David Rynkowski, Richard Curtin, Craig Moffitt, 
and Robert Paul. Dylan is a no show as is the first al-
ternate, Bill Place. Second alternate, Andrew Wilson, 
steps into play. It is a veteran crew with five of the six 
players being former laurelists and before the night is 
through all six will rank in the Top 10. 

Play followed the usual pattern of alliance and 
limited conquests while biding one’s time until 
Turn 4 when David Rynkowski, with three cards, 
assumes the fetal position and takes the first of 
six consecutive passes—attempting to keep a low 
profile while slowly building an uninviting forti-
fied position—which he holds until he takes out 
Robert on Round 9. But Round 10 finds 
Craig with two sets worth 95 armies and 
Rich is promptly ushered to third place, 
bringing the pass strategy to its inevi-
table end.

Craig Moffitt, NJ

Top Laurelists
Rob Lightburn, VA 108
Steve Dickson, CA 53
Alan Hayes, IL 45
Phil Rennert, MD 40
Richard Curtin, NY 39
David Rynkowski, NY 38
Brandon Bernard, PA 34
Craig Moffitt, NJ 30
Robert Paul, AZ 30
Andrew Wilson, NJ 30

2010 Results
Craig Moffitt, NJ
Dave Rynkowski, NY
Richard Curtin, NY
O Robert Paul, AZ
O Alan Hayes, IL
O Andrew Wilson, NJ

 Keith Levy, MD

43   1999-2010

Rail Baron (RBN)

There were two double winners in the three 
heats: John Henry and Sue Lanham. John en-

joyed the good fortune of playing an entire game 
with only one hostile destination which explains 
one of his wins. John Ford, on the other hand, oc-
cupied the other side of that fate pendulum with 
11 (55%) hostile destinations. 

Then, there was Harald Henning’s tale of 
woe. He had traveled to nine hostile destinations 
out of 16 (56.25%) and was beyond disgusted—
swearing off the game altogether. He returned 
from a mid-point lunch break and announced 
that he had a beer and sacrificed a chicken, and 
that henceforth he wasn’t going to ride anyone 
else’s RRs. Instead, they were going to ride his! 
Amazingly, the sacrifice seemed to work. Eve Se-
cunda paid him $30K to go in and out of Charles-
ton. Norm Newton paid $30K to transit Phoenix, 
and another $30K for Miami. Then Chuck Foster 
paid him $10K in and out of San Diego. Needless 
to say, the witch doctor won his comeback with 
only the AT&SF, C&O, SAL, ACL, and the IC.

Harald’s sacrifice also got him a win in the 
semi but then must have run out of chickens for 
the Final as John Henry won his first title with 
RR holdings of: PA, SP, SLSF, L&N, NYNH&H, 
RF&P, and CMSTP&P. As is normal in a 5-player 
game, there were several auctions: Donna sold 

her RF&P to John and the 
D&RGW to Harald, and 
Inger lost her WP and GN 
to Harald.

John Henry, on

Top Laurelists
Mark McCandless, LA 122
Steve Okonski, MD 120
Ron Secunda, MD 101
Doug Galullo, FL 80
Brian Conlon, OK 74
Inger Henning, CT 66
Mark Kennel, DE 60
William Duke, MD 60
Chuck Foster, TX 60
Ed Wrobel, VA 60

2010 Results
John Henry, on
Harald Henning, CT
Donna Balkan, on
Sue Lanham, MD
Inger Henning, CT
O Paul Van Bloem, MD

 Ron Secunda, MD
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Robo Rally (RRY)

Two heats generated 13 winners, but only 
nine appeared for the semi-finals so we 

went directly to the Final, albeit a longer one. It 
started out as they typically do, bloodily. Two 
robots were mashed in the first turn—one by a 
Crusher, and the other in a pit, plus the usual 
level of miscellaneous damage. Alex Henning 
had the best start, touching Flag 1 on Turn 5 
with reigning Champion Brad Johnson in hot 
pursuit. Jason Levine was the third to touch on 
Turn 6 with the next closest ‘bot touching five 
turns later due to the mayhem taking place in 
the pack.

Turn 15 saw Brad’s robot lost to Bill Dyer’s 
crusher, ending his sixth title defense. Mean-
while, Jason overtook Alex to touch Flag 2 on 
Turn 10, with Alex a turn behind and badly 
damaged. By Flag 3, Jason was three turns 
ahead, and it looked all but over. 

On Turn 22, Jason, certain of victory, be-
came too predictable. Ewan McNey, on his 
way to Flag 3, took a short detour to mess 
with the leader. As cards were flipped, Jason 
started to pick his cards up, thinking he had 
won when he was ordered from across the 
table “Put Those Down”. By an ingenious use 
of conveyors, not only did he manage to push 

Jason’s robot off the final flag, but 
onto a conveyor which swept it into 
a pit, leaving the door open for Alex, 
our first female champion, to touch 
victory on Turn 23.

Alexandra Henning, CT

Top Laurelists
Brad Johnson, IL 248
Alexandra Henning, CT 56
Bill Navolis, MD 53
Jason Levine, NY 50
Scott Buckwalter, MD 40
Bill Dyer, IL 40
Jeff Cornett, FL 40
Jeff Ribeiro, NH 40
Dan Lawall, VA 39
James Kendrick, uk 36

2010 Results
A. Henning, CT
Jason Levine, NY
Dan Mathias, MD
Jeff Finkeldey, OH
O Ewan McNay, NY
O Winton LeMoine, CA

 Marc Houde, VA
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Russia Besieged (RBS)

The event grew again with a 20% gain yielding 
its largest field yet with eight new players after 

a well-attended demo. The Mulligan Round drew 
eight games with six more in the opening Round. 
The seven-turn scenario was played with an aver-
age time of 4.3 hours. Sides were determined by 
bidding VPs (19.3 average) with RP tiebreakers. 
Overall, the Germans won 52%. 

Two winners dropped out in each of the first 
two rounds leaving four semi-finalists for Round 3. 
In the first game, Rob Beyma got the Germans for 
19 by bidding extra RPs. His Germans got off to a 
good start and it snowballed thereafter. Favorable 
weather added to Art Lupinacci’s problems. In the 
other semi-final, Jim Eliason and Charles Catania 
both played their preferred sides. “The Professor” 
started well, eliminating many Russians, but things 
went downhill fast and he conceded on Turn 4, fac-
ing a strong Russian winter counteroffensive.

The Final was a re-match of the 2008 title. 
This time Rob took the Germans and got an 
AV against units in the Western MD to break 
through east of Brest. Jim ran away in the north 
but defended heavily in the south. The blitzkrieg 
was in top form though and aided by favorable 
weather, gained ample VPs, but the weather 
turned and brought crushing Russian counterat-
tacks. Had the Russians won a 1-1 at 
Smolensk on Turn 5, the German de-
fense would have been halved. How-
ever, the 1-1 attack was repulsed and 
Rob won his fifth straight title.

Rob Beyma, MD

Top Laurelists
Rob Beyma, MD 150
Art Lupinacci, on 69
Jim Eliason, IA 48
Richard Beyma, VA 42
Jim Miller, VA 21
Charles Catania, MD 15
Craig Champagne, NJ 12
Lembit Tohver, on 9
Jim Tracy, OH 6
Doug Richards, on 6

2010 Results
Rob Beyma, MD
Jim Eliason, IA
Art Lupinacci, on
O Charles Catania, MD
O Richard Beyma, VA
O Steve Miller, NM

 Rob Beyma, MD
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